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World-Class Engine, Unrivaled Power
Excellence performance raises the sense. Surpass the limit by technology. The 
embodiment of technological breakthroughs. The remarkable styling 
surpasses conventional expectations for enjoying life.



GAC MOTOR’s Second-Generation All-new Power Assembly
Set off on an unprecedented journey.
Unleash your passion for each moment with excellent 
performance. The integration of high-efficiency and energy 
saving measures helps you to contribute to a clean driving 
future. Surmount any peak, enjoy infinite possibilities.



Our second-generation all-new contemporary power assembly complies with advanced international standards. Ti Power has 
been developed in-house after years of painstaking efforts through intensive research & development, allowing for the applica-
tion of up to 50 examples of pioneering technologies. Ti Power will be mounted on existing and all future models to lunch.

The 235T engine continuously generates a peak 
torque of 235Nm between 1450 and 4250 RPM. 

The 200T engine generates a peak torque of 
202Nm between 1500 and 4200 RPM. 

GAC MOTOR’s  Second-Generation All-New 235T/200T Engines
The utilizations of advanced technologies include a Start-Stop system, combustion control, low-inertia E-Turbo, and a Dual 
Continuous Variable Valve Timing (DCVVT) mechanism facilitates the harmonious integration of high-torque output and low 
fuel consumption.

235T Power Figures

Power (KW)

Power [KW]

Torque (Nm)

Torque [Nm]

Power output cur ve

Rotation speed (r/min)
Maximum torque:235Nm/1450-4250r/min    Maximum power:112KW/5000r/min
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200T Power Figures

Power (KW)

Power [KW]

Torque (Nm)

Torque [Nm]

Power output cur ve

Rotation speed (r/min)
Maximum torque:202Nm/1500-4200r/min    Maximum power:101KW/5500r/min
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Climb the peak to realize unlimited potential. Engage in new experiences through the pursuit of perfection. 
An unprecedented sensual experience surpasses the limits of Power technology.

Class-leading Power Technology 

Low-Inertia T-Turbo

    Dual Continuously Variable
  Valve Timing(DCVVT)
mechanism

  GCCS Combustion Control
Patented Technology

Excellence performance raises the sense.
Courage is derived from inner power,
Go beyond imagination, harness efficiency in your experience.

Utilized performance to transcend future technologies,
Leverage power to become a trendsetter of new engine design.

Having developed a strong tumble 
combustion chamber and high tumble 

air passage allows for high-efficiency 
combustion. The engine can match 

several combustion parameters to 
precisely realize optimum control in 

the combustion process. The engine 
ensures sufficient, quick and stable 

combustion under working conditions 
such as low, medium and high-speed 

acceleration and thus improving power 
and effectively reduce emissions and 

noises.

The low-inertia electric turbocharger 
can respond instantly to reach a 

maximum torque of 1450R and 
sustain max output at a wide range 

of 1450-4250rpm. By eliminating 
the traditional turbo-lag phenome-

non, it allows the driver to feel a 
steady power output at any speed.

The application of inlet and outlet DCVVT and a low friction 
design with adjustable valve timing within a wide-angle 

range, ensures efficiency in all working conditions. 
These factors result in an effective improvement of the 

engine’s torque and power throughout the speed-range 
whilst simultaneously leading to a reduction of oil-con-

sumption.



The leading ground clearance of 190mm amongst competing models, and short front and rear suspension design ensures a 
better approach and departure angle. This guarantees the car’s adaptability and trafficability to different road conditions.

Our advanced high-efficiency braking system is both powerful 
and stable in braking force under vacuum boosting; perfect 

braking performance is designed to cope easily with various road 
conditions, ensuring a rigid guarantee of braking. 

●  Front vented disc brake/rear disc brake
●  International leading brand brake caliper

●  11-inch continental vacuum booster

●  Response time of 0.3 second;
●  Power efficiency can reach up to 90%;

●  Flexible and convenient steering at a
     low speed, precise and stable

     steering at a high speed

The optimized L-arm McPherson front independent 
suspension and external connection technology on the 

front damper’s dual channel can effectively absorb 
slight shocks from the road, resulting in extraordinary 

comfort and sense of direction. Multi-link indepen-
dent rear-suspension has been inherited through GAC 

MOTOR’s DNA in excellent chassis construction. The 
subsequent combination of convenient operation and 

favorable dynamic balance greatly improves the car’s 
maneuverability and comfort.

EPS produced by TRW is equipped with PDC and self-learning functions. 

Freewheeling control is attributed to our cross-time modular platform. Excellent trafficability on 
various roadconditions delivers an unprecedented experience in driving comfort. 

Excellent Trafficability and SUV Features

Electric Power Steering (EPS) System

  Four-Wheel Independent
Suspension System High-Performanec Four-Wheel Disc Braking System



Surpass the limit by technology.
Challenge, derives from the unceasing exploration of limits. Low fuel 
consumption stems from the pursuit of technological perfection. 
Lead the innovation in energy consumption to set new industry 
records while driving with superiority. 

Use cutting-edge technology to realize ultra-low fuel consumption with substantial power in the full utilization of fuel.

The core technologies of cylinder-wall platform 
cross-hatch honing, and crankshaft bore ream honing 

installed in GAC MOTOR’s second-generation engines 
enhance the engine’s performance and quality while 

effectively reducing fuel consumption. This technology 
reached the leading level of the world along with 

German high-end brand.

Aisin-hongda’s variable fuel pump controls the flow in 
real time based on the engines’ rotation speed and load, 

facilitating the fuel supply of the engine in different 
working conditions. This effectively reduces the engine’s 

excess energy loss and fuel consumption by 2%.

Industry-leading Honing Technology

Variable Displacement Pump

Lowest Limit of Oil
Consumption Among SUVS 



The Epitome of Beautiful Aesthetics

The combination of excellent design and unique styling makes a stunning effect whether in motion or stillness.
The Embodiment of Technological Breakthroughs 



Our masterpiece incorporates European aesthetics to restructure Chinese elements. This 
language of design penetrates every detail.

Effortlessly combining international 
design with Chinese aesthetics, 

we craft each line and curve to make 
the car take on its most beautiful 

appearance.

The wide-body aesthetic design with a wide chrome plate trim strip is complemented by a 
chrome plate eyebrow on the upper grating of the grille. The grille and lower grating extend 

horizontally towards both sides, emanating a solid and stable appearance.

The 18-inch wheel option adopts a broken-line type design. Tire choices include Conti-
nental 215/55R18 or Michelin 215/55R18.

The 17-inch wheel option is styled using an irregular triangular design, portraying 
dynamic modern elements of rim design.

A chrome plate strip lining the window from column A to D, which stands out from 
the contrast with the strong and smooth double waist line, and the hidden 

D-column design.

Front and rear combination of LED lights radiate impressive and striking colors.

The classy front face consists of a fluid move-
ment, exhibiting gracefulness when at rest. 

Mimicking the silhouette and exuding the 
breathtaking glamour of a soaring eagle.

“Flying Dynamics” Imagery

Light and Sculpture 2.0

1852mm Wide-Body Design

18 inch Sport Alloy Wheel

Side Trimming Strips Hidden D Pillar

17 inch Stylish Alloy Wheel

Lens Xenon Headlamp, LED Combination Tail Lamp, LED Daytime Running Light



A pleasurable driving ambience is established through a spacious, encircled interior. The style is demonstrated through piano 
varnish, enabling you to savior every exhilarating experience.

Inheriting the GAC MOTOR fleet design, the car’s infotainment 
system is easily configurable. The complimenting buttons below 

are accessed in three clusters.

Taking inspiration from an aircraft’s control column, the shift level 
reflects top grade quality by incorporating details such as the 

chrome plate and leather.

The steering wheel layout is designed to conveniently access the 
various control functions. Cruise control is accessible under a low 

speed, whilst the speed control is stable and precise.

Family friendly design harmonized by a horizontal layout with a piano 
varnish trim incorporated throughout the front cabin and the door.

Instrument design inspired by the sense of speed strengthens the 
visual perception and contrasts with hexagonal interior trimming, 

creating a passionate feel.

An Embracing Cabin

LCD Multi-color Combination Instrument Panel

Three-button-type Central Control Area 

Matte Chrome Plate Shift Lever

   Multi-functional Steering Wheel 
 (with cruise control)



Comfortably Spacious, Adventurously Limitless.
The remarkable space surpasses conventional expectations for enjoying life.
The driver-oriented philosophy is demonstrated through an impressively spacious design complimented by an intuitive layout.



Flat and foldable rear seats allow for up to 1410L of trunk space. Being able to easily 
accommodate large objects such as fishing equipment and/or baby carriages, the 

expandable rear space meets your demands whether for traveling or daily utility.

The driver-oriented design philosophy creates flexible and variable space 
combination to a large extent, extending passenger room and storage 

space. 

By taking advantage of the 1852mm body width and 2650mm wheelbase, space 
can be maximized by moving the forward heel points of column A and backward 

point of rear row H to your specifications.

High-efficient 4/6 Flexible Rear Seats

GAC Amplified Ergonomics Integration (GAEI)

180˚ Flat Rear Space

The flexibility of the 4/6 rear seats allows for various storage space options.



Along with the design of a smooth floor, the rear row seat width 
of 1520mm and leg space of up to 980mm contribute to an 

unexpectedly open passenger space.

Leather seats boast a 3-way temperature control heating function. In addition to being 
ergonomically configurable, the seats feel luxurious with a strong sense of bolstering.

Rear Space 980mm

6-Way Power Adjustment Seats with Heating Function



Use future technology to assist you in current daily driving. Exclusive high-tech, safe, and convenient configurations allow for a 
better driver-car communication and driving comfort.

Seamless integration with Bosch’s ESP linkage 
enables functions such as auto hold, auto unlock-

ing, and hill-start assistance control to provide 
simpler driving operations. 

In addition to keyless entry, the car may be started 
by stepping on the brake and pressing the start 

button with the key being held by the driver.

The 8-inch touch screen is installed with GPS modes, complimented by a dynamic 
auxiliary line reverse image to offer better view of the surroundings behind the car. 

8-inch Navigation System

EPB (with AUTO HOLD function)

Passive Entry Passive Start (PEPS) and Smart Key system



You can intelligently adjust the light height and angle according to turning direction and speed. The AFS 
system can make driving safer by widening your horizon and increasing night time corner visibility by 35%.

Start/stop the wiper automatically according to the weather and 
change the wiper speed intelligently based on heaviness of rainfall.

A one-button anti-pinch sunroof to brighten up your inner space.

Auto Rain-Sensing Wiper

Power Sunroof (anti-pinch)
Adaptive Front-lighting System(AFS)



The combination of high-strength steel front and 
rear anti-collision steel beams makes Geometric 

Absorption Control possible. The roof and door’s 
anti-pressure ability perfectly conforms to North 

American SUV standards.

Car condition monitoring functions at 6,000 
times per minute. It can monitor the car's 

condition at any time while running and 
ensure the optimal stability of each tire. 

When this function is activated, the car's brake can be released totally. 
The car can keep stable speed automatically according to the gradient of 

the hill. 

The equipped TMPS can monitor the tire pressure and temperature in real 
time and the trip computer will directly display relevant information,such as 

pressure abnormality and air leakage, etc.

Intelligent and advanced technologies provide perfect protection. 

Passive safety is guaranteed as to total of 6 airbags are equipped 
throughout the car. The driver and co-driving seats are protected from 

the front and sides whilst the rear passengers are shielded from side 
impacts.

High Strength Safe Body Design

6 Airbags Protection

BOSCH ESP9.1

Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)Hill Descent Control (HDC)



With advanced NVH, acoustic package designs, and over 68 
pressure tightness optimization, noise from engine, 

chassis, body structure vibration and resonance is deducted 
effectively. Interior serenity is immediately increased by 26%.

Two sets of ISOFIX child seat interfaces are configured at the 
rear seats, each set is equipped with two fixed points which 

can secure itself tightly.

Every detail of cabin noise reduction and air circulation functions are to qualify the rigorous international standards. 

Each step of product planning, design, manufacturing, logistics and services is 
controlled and supervised strictly. This car brings a pollution-free driving 
environment for your families by adopting a standard of low-VOC.

All-round Silent Design(ASD)

Eco-friendly and Low-VOC Environment

International Standards Organization FIX (ISOFIX)



SPECIFICATIONS & FEATURES
2WD

1.5T 6AT
GS GB GE

SAFETY
Dual Front Airbags • • •
Front Side Airbags – • •
Side Curtain Airbags – – •
Front Row Seats Seatbelts w/ Pretensioners and Force Limiters • • •
Second Row Seats Three-point Seatbelts • • •
Driver's Seat Seatbelt Untied Alarm (Light and Chime) • • •
Front Passenger's Seat Seatbelt Untied Alarm (Light and Chime) – • •
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) • • •
Electric Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) • • •
Electronic Stability Program (ESP) • • •
Hydraulic Brake Assist (HBA) • • •
Hill-start Hold Control (HHC) • • •
Hill Descent Control (HDC) • • •
Electronic Parking Brake (EPB) w/ Autohold – • •
Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) • • •
ISOFix Child Safety Seat Anchors • • •
Second Row Child Safety Door Lock • • •
Impact Sensing Door Unlock • • •
Engine Immobilizer (w/ Anti-theft Alarm) • • •
ENTERTAINMENT & TECHNOLOGY
AM/FM • • •
Audio & Video System • • •
Navigation System – – •
4 Speakers • – –
6 Speakers – • •
AUX+USB Port • • •
Bluetooth® Handsfree Phone System – – •
Speed Based Volume Adjustment • • •
Cruise Control – • •
PEPS (Passive Entry Passive Start) – • •
Parking Sensors • • •
Wide-angle (180°) Rear View Camera System – – •
Surround View Parking System – –
Engine Start-Stop System – – –

Colors

Ivory White

Wheels

17" Aluminum
Alloy Wheels

18" Aluminum
Alloy Wheels

Mocha BrownElegant Black

Three Views
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Notes:
1. “●”-Standard, “—”-N/A, “○”-Optional for specific countries and regions. (Please contact your local dealers for more information.) 
2.  All information presented herein is based on data available at the time of posting, is subject to change without notice.

3.  Some options may not be available in all countries or regions.
4.  All rights reserved by GAC MOTOR.

SPECIFICATIONS & FEATURES
2WD

1.5T 6AT
GS GB GE

DIMENSIONS
Length×Width×Height (mm) 4510×1852×1708
Wheelbase (mm) 2650
Trunk Capacity (L) 450/1410
Fuel Tank Capacity (L) 50
Curb Weight (Kg) 1450 - 1565
MECHANICAL/PERFORMANCE
Engine Technics E-Turbo/GCC/DCVVT
Displacement (mL) 1495
Max. Power (kW/rpm) 112/5000
Max. Torque (N·m/rpm) 235/1450-4250
Transmission 6AT
Fuel Consumption Under Comprehensive Road Conditions (L/100km) 7.2
Emission Standard Euro V

"Suspension" Front: McPherson Type Independent Suspension
Rear: Multi-link Beam Independent Suspension

Brakes Front: Ventilated Disc Brakes / Rear: Disc Brakes
Steering Electric Power Steering (EPS)
EXTERIOR
17" Aluminum Alloy Wheels+215/60 Tires • • –
18" Aluminum Alloy Wheels+215/55 Tires – – •
Temporary Spare Wheel • • •
Halogen Headlights w/ Follow Me Home Function • • •
HID (High Intensity Discharge) Headlights w/ Follow Me Home Function – – –
LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL) – • •
Cornering Lights – – –
Auto Headlights – – –
LED High Mounted Brake Light • • •
Front Fog Lights – • •
Rear Fog Lights • • •
Power Adjustable Side Mirrors • • •
Heated Side Mirrors – – •
Power Folding Side Mirrors – – •
INTERIOR
Light Interior • o o
Dark Interior – o o
Air Conditioning w/ Air Filter • • –
Automatic Air Conditioning w/ Air Filter – – •
Internal Lighting Delay Off • • •
Leatherette-trimmed Steering Wheel • • –
Leather-trimmed Steering Wheel – – •
Multi-functional Steering Wheel • • •
Auto-dimming Rearview Mirror – – –
Fabric- & Leatherette-trimmed Seats • • –
Leather & Leatherette-trimmed Seats – – •
6-way Adjustable Driver's Seat • • –
6-way Power Adjustable Driver's Seat – – •
4-way Adjustable Front Passenger's Seat • • •
Heated Front Row Seats – – •
Driver's Window One-touch Up & Down • • •
Second Row Center Armrest w/ Cup Holders – • •
Second Row A/C Vents • • •
60:40 Split and Reclining Second Row Seats • • •
Rear Windshield Defogging & Defrosting • • •
Power Sunroof w/ Jam Protection – • •


